The radiosity method is a simulation method from computer graphics to visualize the global illumination in scenes containing di use objects within an enclosure. A variety of realizations (including parallel approaches) were proposed to achieve a high e ciency while guaranteeing the same accuracy of the graphical representation. The hierarchical radiosity method reduces the computational costs considerably but results in a highly irregular algorithm which makes a parallel implementation more di cult. We investigate a task-oriented shared memory implementation and present optimizations with di erent behavior concerning locality and granularity. To be able to concentrate on load balancing and scalability issues, we use a shared-memory machine with uniform memory access time, the SB-PRAM.
Introduction
The radiosity method is a global illumination method from computer graphics to generate photo-realistic images of computer-generated three-dimensional environments with objects which di usely re ect or emit light 16] . The method is based on the energy radiation between surfaces of objects and accounts for direct illumination and multiple re ections between surfaces within the environment. In contrast to the ray-tracing method (another popular global illumination method 15]) the radiosity method completely separates the shading and visible-surface determination. All interactions in an environment are rst modeled in a view-independent stage, and then an image is computed using conventional visible-surface and interpolative shading algorithms.
The radiosity method decomposes the surface of objects in the scene into small elements with almost constant radiation energy. For each element, the radiation energy is represented by a radiosity value. The radiosity values of the elements are determined by solving a linear equation system relating the di erent radiation energies of the scene using con guration factors (which express the geometrical positioning of the elements). The computation of con guration factors as well as the solution of the linear system can be performed by di erent numerical methods (see 21] and its references).
A variety of methods have been proposed to reduce the computational costs, including an adaptive re nement technique 21], hierarchical methods 20], or progressive methods 8]. Adaptive and hierarchical methods reduce the number of con guration factors to be computed by combining the mutual dependencies of elements. The progressive method reduces the costs of solving the linear equation system. A further reduction of computation time is achieved by di erent parallel implementations 30].
The hierarchical radiosity method realizes an e cient computational technique for solving the transport equations that specify the radiosity values of surface patches in complex scenes 20] . The e ciency is achieved by computing the mutual illumination of surfaces more precisely for nearby surfaces and less precisely for distant surfaces. Similarly to other applications of the hierarchical approach (like the Barnes-Hut method 2] or the fast multipol method 17] for the solution of the N-body problem), the mutual in uence decays with the square of the distance. So uniform accuracy is achieved with the hierarchical approach. The computation of fewer interactions results in a smaller system to be solved. Moreover, the system can be solved e ciently on the hierarchical data structure supporting the hierarchical method.
In this article, we investigate the implementation of the hierarchical radiosity method on shared memory machines. We use a task-oriented shared memory programming model which is well-suited for the parallel implementation of irregular problems like the hierarchical radiosity method. The irregularity comprises irregular, dynamic data structures and ne-grained shared data accesses. The starting point of the investigation is the implementation from the SPLASH-2 application program suite 38] which was designed to facilitate the study of centralized and distributed shared-address-space machines. The detailed description in 24, 30, 31] shows that the SPLASH-2 implementation of the hierarchical radiosity method is tuned for an execution on a cache-based virtual-shared-memory machine with a physically distributed memory (Stanford DASH) 22]. Load balance is realized by using distributed task queues with task stealing. This interferes with the locality of accesses to the task queues, because each attempt to steal a task includes an access to a remote task queue.
An important question in parallel computing is the scalability of parallel applications, which describes how the speedup of the parallel algorithms (expressed with a parametric number of processors) depends on an increasing number of processors. A requirement for a good scalability is that the potential degree of parallelism exceeds the number of processors so that all processors can be employed and that the granularity of tasks enables a good load balance. Usually, the competition between load balance (or granularity) and data locality hinders a concise study of scalability. To overcome this di culty, we use the SB-PRAM which provides a large number of processors and a global shared memory 1]. Because the SB-PRAM has uniform access time, the implementation can concentrate on the e cient exploitation of task granularity and can ignore issues of locality. The original implementation is optimized on the algorithmic level, on the design level for tasks (to achieve a ner granularity), and on the task administration level.
We present the parallel programs in a task-oriented shared memory model where tasks can initiate new other tasks to be performed on di erent processors. The parallel programs investigated represent realizations of the general speci cation of the radiosity algorithm de ning the maximum degree of parallelism. Both implementations show good speedup values on the SB-PRAM for small number of processors, exceeding the speedup values on the DASH. But only the optimized version also exhibits good speedup values for large numbers of processors (up to 2048).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the standard and the hierarchical radiosity methods. Section 3 presents the shared memory implementation. Section 4 describes the numerical experiments. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes.
Radiosity methods
The radiosity method simulates the global illumination in scenes containing di use, opaque objects within an enclosure. The radiation from surfaces of objects not emitting radiant energy themselves is caused by illumination by radiant objects. The general radiosity method follows the simulation of thermal heat transfer as, e.g., described in 28]. Principal assumptions include the di use emission and re ection of surfaces, a non-participating medium, and a uniform intensity within each zone (a zone is an indivisible unit of a surface). Further assumptions are wavelength-independence and constant radiation in each zone. The latter assumptions do not restrict the application area. Wavelength-independence can be achieved by considering all wavelengths independently; constant radiation in each zone can be achieved by subdividing the zones into smaller ones. In the following subsections, we summarize the standard radiosity method and the hierarchical version.
The standard radiosity method
The radiosity method starts by subdividing the surfaces of the objects in the scene into a number of small pieces A j , j = 1; : : : ; n, which are called elements. For each of the elements, a radiosity value B j (of dimension Watt/m 2 ] ) is computed which describes the speci c radiant energy per unit time and per unit area dA j of A j . The radiosity values of di erent elements are not independent but in uence each other. We brie y outline the derivation of the linear system specifying the dependencies between radiosity values.
The radiance j = B j A j (of dimension Watt] ) of an element A j into a speci c direction (described by the angle j between this direction and the normal vector of the element A j ) and a speci c region (described by the solid angle intervening the region) is given by j = I( j ) : The surfaces are assumed to be Lambertian re ectors (also called di use objects) which scatter light equally in all directions due to the Lambertian cosines law, I( j ) = L j A j cos j , i.e., the intensity I j depends linearly on the reduced radiant surface A j cos j corresponding to the inclination in direction j with a constant radiant density L j . The entire radiant power of A j is calculated by integrating the radiant power per unit solid angle d in the hemisphere illuminating the space. This results in the equality for the speci c radiosity: B j A j , j = 1; : : : ; n, has the form of a linear equation system B j A j = E j A j + j n X i=1 F ij B i A i ; j = 1; : : : ; n: (2) The dimensionless factors F ij (called con guration factors or form factors) describe the portions of i incident on A j . The con guration factors depend only on the geometrical positioning of the two elements A i and A j . The factor j describes the di use re ectivity property of A j .
For di use objects the con guration factors can be described more precisely.
The factor F dA i ?dA j describing the portion of radiant energy i of an innitesimal area dA i of A i incident on an in nitesimal area dA j of A j corresponds to the portion of the radiant energy d i of dA i in the direction of the solid angle j = dA j cos( j ) r 2 subtended by dA j (where j is the angle between the normal vector of A j and the direction into A i , and r is the distance between the elements, see Figure 1 ). The factor F dA i ?dA j is the quotient of d i ( j ) = L i dA i cos( i ) j (the energy from dA i incident on dA j according the Lambertian law) and the total radiation d i = dA i L i of dA i (according to Equation (1) ), i.e.,
The fraction of lighting from the whole element A i incident onto the whole element A j results from integrating over the elements dA j and taking the mean value of the in nitesimal elements dA i : The con guration factors are symmetric in the sense F ij A i = F ji A j and for one area A i the sum of all fractions of the radiosity in an enclosure describes the entire radiosity, i.e., P n j=1 F ij = 1. Using the symmetry relation, Equation (2) yields the linear system of equations for the radiosity values B j (see 11, 26] ):
F ji B i ; j = 1; : : : ; n: (4) The radiosity method rst computes the n(n ? 1)=2 con guration factors according to Equation (3) and then solves the linear system (4) with an appropriate solver for linear equation systems as the Jacobi and the Gauss-Seidel method or an alternative iteration scheme like the shooting of radiosity values 8]. The asymptotic runtime is O(n 2 ) for computing the con guration factors and solving the system. In order to reduce the runtime, the hierarchical version of the radiosity method reduces the number of interacting elements.
The hierarchical radiosity method
The most expensive parts of the radiosity method are the computations of the con guration factors between di erent elements. The hierarchical radiosity method 20] reduces the O(n 2 ) time complexity for computing the conguration factors to O(n + k 2 ) (where k is the number of input polygons representing the surface of objects) by adaptively subdividing polygons into a hierarchy of smaller pieces of the surfaces. Depending on the energy exchange between polygons, form factors (and thus the energy exchange) are computed on di erent levels of the subdivision but with similar accuracy.
For each input polygon the subdivision into the hierarchy is organized in a quadtree, see Figure 2 . The inner nodes of the quadtree are called patches and the smallest pieces attached to the leaves are called elements. The patches or elements attached to the four children of a node represent a partition of the patch attached to the parents node. The division of patches is stopped depending on a stopping criterion using A (with an element having minimal size A =4). The set of elements attached to the leaves of the quadtree represents the partition of the polygon into elements. For each patch q of each input polygon, an interaction list is maintained containing patches of other input polygons, which are visible from the patch q, i.e., which can re ect light to q.
The interaction lists are constructed during the construction of the quadtrees by recursive subdivision.
The input polygons themselves are organized in a BSP tree (binary space partitioning tree) which is used for the computation of visibility between patches.
The BSP tree is constructed by recursively selecting a root polygon R of the (sub)tree and partitioning the associated polygons in two sets: one set contains the visible polygons lying on the re ecting side of R, the other contains the polygons that are not visible for R. A polygon lying on both sides is subdivided accordingly. For a fast visibility computation, the root polygon must be chosen such that the two sets contain about an equal number of input polygons, leading to a balanced BSP tree. For further details see 29] . Each node of the BSP tree represents the root of the corresponding quadtree of the hierarchical subdivision of the particular polygon. The entire data structure is illustrated in Figure 3 (left). The union of the elements attached to leaves of all quadtrees of this data structure represent the elements A i , i = 1; : : : ; n, of the scene. Figure 4 presents the hierarchical radiosity method in pseudo-code notation. The algorithm starts by building up the BSP tree in the initialization step (see phase (a) in Figure 4 ). During the computation of the form factors, the quadtrees are built up adaptively in order to guarantee the computations to be of su cient precision. Therefore, the quadtrees need not be balanced. The method computes the energy transport (i.e., the con guration factor) between two patches or elements only if it is not too large; otherwise the patches are subdivided. Thus, each patch or element has its individual set of interaction elements or patches for which the con guration factors have to be computed.
For each patch, the decision about the set of interacting elements depends on an a-priori estimation of the in uence of the radiosity. A purely geometrical approach considers the form factor F A i ?A j between a radiant element A i and an illuminated element A j and approximates it by the relation of the distance r of two patches and the expansion of the illuminated element. Con guration factors are computed only between elements of appropriate energy transport which must not be larger than a prede ned error bound F . The error bound guarantees that the distance r between the patches is large enough compared to the area A j of the illuminated patch and, thus, the formula for the con guration factor is valid.
A-priori-estimations mainly based on the geometrical relationship do not take into account the di erent degrees of radiosities which in uence the energy transport. The geometrical approach can be improved when approximations of the radiosity values B i are known. The hierarchical method in Figure 4 alternates iteration steps of the Jacobi method to solve the energy system (4) with a re-computation of the quadtree and the interaction sets based on F ji B i with radiosity values B i from the last iteration step. The values F ji B i are estimated and must not be larger than a bound B . This approach is called the hierarchical radiosity method with radiosity based subdivision. The iteration stops when the di erence of the total radiosity of two successive iterations is small enough.
There is a variety of methods to estimate the form factors, to compute the visibility factors, or to perform iteration steps solving the linear system. In this paper, we consider the version of the radiosity method described in 20] and adopted in the implementation of the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite 38]. Figure 3 , right). The percentage of rays not blocked by intervening surfaces is used as visibility factor. The BSP tree is used to reduce the computational e ort of the visibility test: polygons potentially occluding two other patches have to be in front of the surfaces and are located in the BSP tree appropriately.
(iii) Subdivision step: The subdivision of patches is performed if the energy transport between two patches is not small enough, i.e. V ji F ji B i > B with a prede ned error bound B . If the surface A j is larger (i.e., A j > A i ) then this area A j is divided and the interaction lists are adapted appropriately: the patch A i is deleted from the interaction list of A j and is inserted into the interaction lists of the children of A j . If A j < A i then A i is divided:
A i is deleted from the interaction list of A j , and the children of A i are inserted into the interaction list of A j .
(iv) Iteration step: An iteration step of the Jacobi method for solving System (4)
i ; j = 1; : : : ; n; l = 0; 1; : : : ; mainly consists of a matrix-vector multiplication of the vector of radiosity values with a generalized block-matrix (V ji F ji ) i;j=1;::;n consisting of rectangular blocks with identical entries. Blocks with more than one entry arise when energy exchanges are computed on a higher level than the element level and, thus, all elements in that subtree have the same average form factor, see Figure  5 . The matrix-vector multiplication is performed on the quadtree structure in the following way, see 29] (again, the patches are denoted by j, the interacting partner in the interaction set I(j) are denoted by q): The quadtrees for the di erent input polygons are traversed top-down and for each patch j, a radiosity value is computed by considering the interaction with all patches in the interaction list I(j) of j. If patch j is not the root of a quadtree, the radiosity value of j's parent node is propagated to j. In particular, the following radiosity value is computed: 
After the radiosity values for all patches are computed, a bottom-up traversal of the quadtrees is performed to accumulate the area-weighted radiosities of a patch's descendants into its own radiosity. If a patch is always subdivided into four sub-patches of equal size, the radiosity values are updated in the bottom-up traversal in the following way:
If the radiosity values of the scene have not yet converged, the next iteration performs the similar traversals of the quadtrees using the radiosity values of the previous iteration as input. 3 Parallel implementation of the hierarchical radiosity method
In this section, we describe two shared memory implementations of the hierarchical radiosity method with radiosity based subdivision. For the parallelization, we have chosen a task-oriented shared memory model that is well-suited for the implementation of irregular problems. A parallel implementation according to this programming model is based on an organization of the algorithms into a set of tasks; the set of tasks determines which parts of the potential parallelism can actually be exploited. Figure 6 shows a pseudo-code program of the hierarchical radiosity method which expresses the potential parallelism explicitly. Portions of the program that can be executed independently from each other in parallel are separated by a k symbol. Loops with independent iterations are described by forall symbols. Recursive parts of the algorithm are expressed by do recursively constructs.
Sorting the input polygons R 1 ; : : : R k such that the insertion in the initially empty BSP tree results in a balanced tree must be executed sequentially because the selection of polygon R i depends on the selection of the previous polygons, see 35] . After the sorting, the polygons are inserted one after another in the BSP tree and the initial form factors and visibility factors are computed, which can be done in parallel. If the visibility factor V R j ;R i between two polygons R j and R i is not zero, R j is inserted into the interaction list of R i and vice versa. Otherwise, no interaction can occur and nothing needs to be done. After the initialization, the recursive subdivision and interaction computation can be executed for each polygon in parallel. All interactions of each polygon can also be computed in parallel; this is realized in the procedure compute-interaction(). In the radiosity-based subdivision, the procedure Divide(A j ; A i ) also includes updates of the interaction lists.
The hierarchical radiosity method exhibits several sources of irregularity. In each iteration step, the interactions between patches or elements are reconsidered which may result in a change of the interaction levels or in new subdivisions. This leads to an irregular change of interaction relations, i.e., the levels forall elements in all quadtrees do f bilinear interpolation for edges of the elements; g Fig. 6 . Maximum degree of parallelism of the hierarchical radiosity method.
and the number of interactions and the number of radiosity values may vary irregularly during the computation of the scene. Moreover, the BSP tree of input elements might be unbalanced, di erent quadtrees may contain di erent numbers of elements, and each single quadtree can be unbalanced. A more balanced BSP tree can be achieved by using heuristic algorithms for sorting the input polygons before inserting them (sequentially) into the BSP tree 35].
We now present the programming model and the speci c execution platform which we use for the implementation in more detail. Then we describe the SPLASH implementation and derive the optimized SB-PRAM implementation which takes advantage of the uniform memory access time and of the multipre x operations provided. In the last section, we present experiments and measurements for both implementations.
Task-oriented shared memory model
A task is a well-de ned sequence of computations which are performed consecutively on one processor without being interrupted by computations of other tasks. A task terminates after all computations have been executed. At any point of its execution a task can create new tasks which do not need to be executed on the same processor as their creating task. A newly created task can be executed only if there are no data missing which are needed from tasks that have not terminated yet. An executable task is a task for which all necessary data are available and which is ready for execution. A speci c initiation structure ensures that only tasks are created which are executable. Di erent tasks cooperate by accessing the same data structure in the shared memory.
Asynchronous accesses to the same data structure by di erent processors are a potential source for non-determinism. Simultaneous accesses to the same data structure are coordinated with lock and unlock operations that are used to protect a particular data structure. To access a data structure that can also be accessed by other tasks at the same time, a task executes a lock operation. Only the task initiating the lock operation is allowed to manipulate the corresponding data structure. All other tasks that try to access the data structure have to wait until the active task executes an unlock operation. If several tasks simultaneously execute lock operations on the same data structure, access is granted only to one task T and all other tasks have to wait until T executes an unlock operation.
A centralized task pool is used to store all executable tasks. New tasks are included after their creation but not before all tasks they depend on have been executed, i.e., not before all input data are available. A task is removed from the pool when it is assigned to a processor starting the execution. A common task management strategy is the use of task queues which can be accessed by the processors when searching for new work to do. For a small number of processors, a central, lock-protected task queue is appropriate if the average task length is large enough so that the probability of two processors accessing An alternative is the use of a central parallel task queue that can be accessed by several processors in parallel without sequentializations. For an e cient realization, this requires special hardware support by the machine for a coordinated access to shared data. An example for such support is the multipre x operation provided by the SB-PRAM, as described in the following subsection.
Execution platform and software support
The SB-PRAM is an implementation of a modi ed uent machine 1]. A number p of physical processors have access to p memory modules which are connected to the processors via a butter y interconnection network. The memory is accessed as a virtual linear shared memory distributed among the modules.
To avoid congestion of a memory module, logical addresses are distributed randomly by hashing to the memory modules. Each physical processor simulates a xed number v of virtual processors in a pipelined way, i.e., after executing a machine instruction of a virtual processor i, a physical processor performs a context switch and executes the next machine instruction of virtual processor (i + 1) mod v. Fast context switching is supported by separate register les for each virtual processor and special control hardware. The number of virtual processors per physical processor is chosen such that, with respect to the cycle time of a virtual processor, the latency of the network is hidden with one delay cycle for a load and no delay cycles for a store operation.
The simulation of virtual processors by the physical processors is hidden from the programmer, i.e., the SB-PRAM appears as a parallel machine with p v (virtual) processors and a global shared memory with uniform memory access time. This makes the SB-PRAM an ideal platform for the investigation of scalability and granularity issues of irregular applications on shared memory machines with many processors. Locality issues that are signi cant for other (cache-based) systems like the Stanford DASH 22] or the Convex SPP1600 32] can be ignored. Currently, a prototype of the SB-PRAM with 128 physical processors and 128 memory modules comprising a global memory of 2GBytes is under construction. In this con guration, each physical processor simulates 32 virtual processors, thus providing a total of 4096 virtual processors. A prototype with 4 physical processors simulating 128 virtual processors is already working. In this article, investigations of the hierarchical radiosity method are carried out with a simulator that performs an exact simulation of the full machine. A comparison of the simulation results with measured runtimes of a 4-processor prototype for di erent irregular applications, including a particle simulation methods 27], shows that the simulation results exactly match the performance of the prototype, i.e., the 4-processor-prototype behaves like a PRAM machine and the locality or non-locality of memory access does not in uence the execution time. Therefore, we expect the simulation results for more than 128 (virtual) processors to predict the behavior of the full machine accurately.
Besides the usual load and store operations to access memory cells, the SB-PRAM also o ers multipre x instructions that enable several processors to perform simple operations on a memory cell in parallel. We illustrate the execution of a multipre x instruction with the multipre x addition instruc- then after the operation, processor p j holds value o + P j?1 i=1 o i , and s contains the value o + P n i=1 o i . The multipre x operations MPMAX, MPOR, and MPAND work similarly. All multipre x operations are implemented by combining values in the network, i.e., on the path from the processors to the memory module containing s ,local values of the processors are combined according to the speci ed reduction operation such that the nal result arrives at memory cell s. The partial values are send back appropriately to the processors. Hence, a multipre x operation is performed in the same time as a read operation, i.e., in two time units, independently of the number of participating processors. It is even possible that di erent groups of processors perform separate multipre x operations in parallel. The multipre x operations can be used for an e cient implementation of synchronization mechanisms |like locks for concurrent memory accesses or barrier synchronizations|and for the implementation of various parallel data structures, such as priority queues or FIFO queues 18].
The multipre x instructions can also be exploited to avoid several sources of sequentialization that reduces speedups. For example, in many situations the locking mechanism for a concurrent access to shared data structures can be avoided by using appropriate multipre x operations which do not cause a sequentialization. This is especially important for a large number of processors, since the probability that two processors try to access the same data structure at the same time increases as the number of processors increases. Therefore, the sequentializations caused by locking the data structure may severely reduce the e ciency for a large number of processors.
The multipre x operations can also be used for e cient task management without sequentialization. The overhead introduced by task stealing can be avoided by using a central parallel task queue which can be accessed by all processors 18]: Let t be the number of tasks to be stored in a task queue. A parallel task queue Q allows the simultaneous access of p (virtual) processors without sequentialization. This can be realized by using an appropriate data structure (an array with p entries each pointing to a task queue) which is accessed by a multipre x operation. For p t, each of the p processors gets an executable task from a separate queue. For p > t, only t processors get a task and p ? t processors are idle waiting for new tasks to be added to Q. As soon as this happens, the new tasks are assigned to the waiting processors.
SPLASH implementation
The parallel implementation realizes all phases in the speci cation of the algorithm in Figure 6 , i.e., the construction of the BSP tree, the radiosity-based re nement, the solution of the linear system, and the nal smoothing step. Parallelism occurs (i) across input polygons, (ii) across the patches that a polygon is divided into, and (iii) across the interactions computed for one patch. This parallelism is re ected in the de nition of the tasks as shown Figure 7 . The B-tasks and F-tasks realize parallelism in the rst phase. Note that the F-tasks compute only form factors between input polygons, but form factors between patches are computed within the R-tasks. The parallel computation of interactions and parallel radiosity-based re nement is realized by R-tasks and V-tasks. The last phase is structured into A-tasks. task name computations performed by the task B-task(R) insert input polygon R into BSP tree and create B-and F-tasks F-task(i,j) compute form factors F ij and F ji for input polygons R i and R j R-task(q) compute phase 2 for patch/element q except visibility factor V-task(i,j) compute visibility factor V ij between patches/elements i and j A-task(q) create A-tasks for children of patch q and perform bilinear interpolation if q is an element In the original SPLASH-2 implementation each processor has its own task queue and inserts new tasks created by local tasks into this queue to maintain locality. But because of the dynamically changing hierarchical data structure, load balance cannot be achieved by a static assignment of tasks, so task stealing is used to improve the load balance. Simultaneous accesses to the same data are avoided by the locking mechanism, e.g., when interactions between patches/elements are computed.
The task program of the SPLASH implementation, illustrated in a pseudocode task-program in Figure 8 , represents one possible implementation of the program in Figure 6 . We have chosen a task description in a pseudo-code language re ecting the fact that tasks perform computations and also initiate other tasks (similarly, procedures in sequential programs perform computations and call other procedures). (The pseudo-code language is similar to the pseudocode language used in Figure 6 .) The B-tasks for inserting polygons into the BSP tree (see Figure 7) have to be executed sequentially. The initiation of data dependent F-tasks is expressed by a recursive call-structure using the keyword do recursively. The corresponding task is de ned by a with task statement having a recursive structure due to the hierarchical tree structure used in the algorithm. A possible schedule of B-tasks and F-tasks on 4 processors is depicted in Figure 9 . The computations on di erent quadtrees in phase (2) are independent, as expressed by a forall construct. The interactions within each quadtree are performed recursively according to the tree structure determining data dependencies between R-tasks. The visibility V-tasks for children are initiated by the parents' R-tasks. The last phase creates a hierarchy of tasks of which only the leaf-tasks perform the bilinear interpolation.
SB-PRAM implementation
Optimizations of the parallel implementation include the parallel construction of the BSP tree, the use of a parallel task queue, and the use of parallel loops where locality can be ignored. The changes concern all three phases of the algorithm. Figure 10 summarizes the modi cations.
The BSP tree is constructed by a parallel search over the polygon tree in contrast to a sequential construction in order to reduce the sequential portions of the computation. Because of Amdahl's law, this is especially important for large numbers of processors. In the second phase, the tasks to compute interactions (one task for each input polygon) do not o er enough parallelism for a large number of processors. In the rst iteration step the number of tasks cannot be increased. But because these interactions all take place on the same level, this phase is separated from the rest of the iteration and the mutual con guration factors are computed with a parallel loop. Moreover, the symmetry of the con guration factors is exploited. In all following iterations, the computations of con guration factors and visibility factors are moved to lower levels in the quadtrees, creating a high degree of parallelism. The tasks for the nal bilinear interpolation to smooth the solution are also executed in a parallel loop over the leaf elements. This strategy, which replaces the version where all internal patch nodes were involved in creating tasks for their child nodes, improves locality. The modi ed tasks are described in Figure 11 . The modi ed task program of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm with radiosity based subdivision is given in Figure 12 , showing four phases (instead of three) which are still separated by synchronization points. The rst phase (1') constructs the BSP tree in parallel with the help of modi ed B'-tasks that compute independent parts of the BSP tree in parallel, yielding the same BSP tree as with the sequential execution. The computation of form factors and visibility factors for input polygons is executed in the second phase (1"), i.e., phase (1") executes parts of the phases (1) and (2) from the SPLASH implementation. The recursive subdivision and the iterative computation of radiosity values is executed in phase (2') which uses V'-tasks to compute form factors and visibility factors. Phase (3') executes the same computations as phase (3), but the bilinear interpolation is directly applied to the elements of the quadtrees. The implementation supports the use of parallel loops and increases the task granularity. A possible schedule on 4 processors is given in Figure 13 .
Experiments
The SPLASH2 benchmark suite comprises several parallel example programs realizing irregular applications, which are mainly intended for the Stanford DASH multiprocessor 23, 30, 31] . The DASH is a shared address space machine with cache coherency, physically distributed memory, and non-uniform memory access time. The prototype has 64 processors that are organized in 16 clusters. A cluster comprises four MIPS R3000 processors and a memory module, all are connected by a shared bus. The clusters are connected in a mesh network. The memory hierarchy consists of registers, rst level cache, second level cache, main memory local to cluster, and remote main memory in another cluster. The access to the rst level cache is two orders of magnitude faster than the access to remote main memory. Therefore, data locality plays an important role in attaining a good performance. Figure 14 (left) shows the speedups of the original SPLASH implementation on the DASH and on the SB-PRAM simulator, using the SPLASH test scene. For the implementation on the DASH, the default task granularity was used. For the implementation on the SB-PRAM, the gure shows the speedups for the default task granularity and the nest garnularity that is possible. The SPLASH-2 scene contains 346 input polygons which are decomposed into 12430 elements and for which 150572 interactions between patches have to be computed. The number of B-tasks used during the computation is 372, i.e., eight input polygons had to be split. The number of F-tasks is 17202, the number of R-tasks is 126332, the number of V-tasks is 57324, and the number of A-tasks is 32944. The speedup values for the DASH for up to 48 processors are reported in 30]. Due to the task stealing mechanism, the DASH is most e cient with coarser granularity where the V-tasks are chosen to compute four visibility values instead of one; this improves locality on the BSP tree data structure (DASH(default) in Figure 14 (left) ). In contrast, the SB-PRAM achieves a better speedup when a ner granularity with one visibility computation per V-task is used (SB-PRAM( nest) in Figure 14 (left) ). The original SPLASH implementation performs better on the SB-PRAM (SB-PRAM(default) in Figure 14 (left)) than on the DASH because of uniform memory access times (see Figure 9 on the left) and the redundance of locality.
The large number of processors and the additional software support (see Section 3) make the SB-PRAM an ideal platform on which for studying the scalability properties inherent in an algorithms. But the massive parallelism and the uniform access time require a di erent implementation strategy for the study of the scalability of the hierarchical radiosity method. The optimizations summarized in Figure 10 take this modi ed approach into account by replacing the expensive task concept by parallel loops if the loops exhibit a regular, independent parallel structure (F'-computations, A'-computations), decreasing the granularity (new V'-tasks and R'-tasks with smaller runtime), increasing the degree of potential parallelism by destroying data locality (B'tasks), and exploiting a new task-administration mechanism by using unit access time task-queues. Figure 15 reports the speedup value and the absolute runtimes in seconds for both implementations applied to the SPLASH-2 test scene. The speedup values for the SPLASH implementation with phases (1), (2), (3) are on the left; the values for the optimized version with phases (1'), (1"), (2'), (3') are on the right. The phases overlap according to the algorithmic structure. The timings in columns T 1 left and right show the optimized version has a sequential runtime which is 5:8% faster than the non-optimized version. The e cient parallelization of the Btasks (BSP tree) is more important for massively parallel implementations than for a relatively small number of processors, where the fraction 1 14000 of the computation for building the BSP tree is negligible. For the SPLASH test scene with 346 input polygons, the parallel construction of the BSP tree has only a small advantage over a sequential construction. This is shown by the small speedup value of 1.44 in Figure 15 . For larger test scenes, the speedup of this phase may increase signi cantly, e.g., for a test scene with 7048 input polygons, a parallel construction of the BSP tree achieves a speedup of 6.8 which is already obtained for 24 processors. The prephase for sorting the input polygons is done before building the BSP tree. Experiments have shown that the global execution time of the entire algorithm depends signi cantly on the order of the input polygons; the time varies by a factor of up to 10. This is a general phenomenon which should be separated from issues of parallelization.
A di erent phenomenon concerns the convergence of the iteration steps solving the system of radiosity values (4) . The iteration may converge faster in the parallel implementation than in the sequential one, saving a full iteration step. The reason is the use of updated values within one iteration step if the number of patches and elements is higher than the number of processors. The faster convergence corresponds to the fact that the Gauss-Seidel method for solving linear equation systems converges faster than the Jacobi method. This e ect is exploited in the (non-hierarchical) progressive radiosity method 8].
Besides the improvements of the e ciency, our investigations show that the optimized version leads to a much simpler source code. The main reasons are the lack of locality, the use of parallel loops which corresponds to the loops in the pseudocode algorithms, and the simpli ed task administration. Fig. 15 . Timings of the SPLASH2 implementation and the optimized implementation on the SB-PRAM. The input scene is the SPLASH2 test scene.
Related Work
Several approaches for parallel execution of the radiosity method have been considered in the past. Most of this work has been applied to non-hierarchical variants, in particular the progressive radiosity algorithm. A good overview can be found in 39], see also 12]. A parallel gathering method for a transputerbased network using a master-slave model is given in 25]. For a small test scene, the method shows an e ciency of 50% on 24 slave processors. Parallel implementations of the progressive radiosity method have been described for di erent target architectures like distributed memory MIMD 4, 6, 10, 19, 33, 34] Prior work on parallel implementations of the hierarchical radiosity method is described in 5, 12, 14, 13, 30, 39] . The implementation from 30] was the starting point for the implementation in this article and has been discussed in the previous sections. Zareski 39] describes several implementations of the hierarchical radiosity method on networks of workstations (SP-1), virtual shared memory machines (KSR-1) and distributed memory machines (CM-5) with active messages. In contrast to the approach in this article, those implementations use a master-slave model and are directed towards exploiting coarse-grained parallelism. A single master process controls the overall calculation and farms out work for the slaves which are mainly used to perform visibility determinations between patches of the scene. The master collects the results, computes the form factors and updates the radiosities. An implementation on di erent architectural platforms shows that the communication overhead is too large to yield good performance. The execution time grows with increasing numbers of processors.
Funkhouser 12] presents a group iterative method based on a master-slave model which also aims at the exploitation of coarse-grained parallelism. The master repeatedly partitions patches into groups, distributes a copy of each group to a slave processor for an update of the radiosities for all patches in that group, and merges the updated radiosities back into the master solution.
The groups are chosen such that the number g of groups is considerably larger than the number p of slave processors (g > 8p). On the other hand, each group must be large enough that the time required to distribute its computation to a slave is much smaller than it would have been to perform the computation locally on the master. The parallel implementation has been applied to a test scene with 6418 patches, 242 of which belong to light sources. The execution on a workstation cluster with up to eight Silicon Graphics slave workstations shows an e ciency between 65 and 75%. The e ciency is limited due to the synchronous master-slave communication, i.e., the master can only talk to one slave at a time. This leads to sequentialization if two slaves nish their computation at the same time and try to report the result to the master. Thus, the approach is not scalable to a large number of processors.
Garmann and M uller propose in 14, 13] an SPMD approach suitable for an execution on distributed memory machines. The basic idea is to understand the radiosity computations as a manipulation of a task graph. The nodes represent tasks to compute interactions between patches and to subdivide patches into subpatches. The edges represent data exchanges between tasks. The nodes are weighted with an expected computation time, the edges with an expected communication time. The goal is to distribute the nodes among the processors so that the communication between the processors is minimized and each processor has to perform an equal amount of work. An approximation to the optimal solution is obtained with simulated annealing. An implementation on a CM-5 with 64 processors leads to a speedup of 8.4 for a test scene with 324 polygons and 6380 elements. The speedup is limited mainly by the amount of communication.
Conclusions
We have presented a task oriented shared memory implementation for the hierarchical radiosity method, a visualization method from computer graphics. The hierarchical radiosity method is realized by an irregular algorithm concerning dynamically changing data structures, data accesses, and di erent demands for computations. The main interest was to investigate the scalability issues of the method. The SB{PRAM with uniform access time o ers a good platform to study e cient implementations and scalability properties for irregular problems because the locality properties of the applications do not in uence the resulting performance and the investigations can concentrate on the maximum degree of parallelism. The experiments have shown that an implementation designed for up to 64 processors is not suitable for achieving good speedups for large numbers of processors.
To overcome the limitations, we introduced optimizations to exploit the facilities of the execution platform. This includes a redesign of the algorithms so as to provide a large number of independent tasks. The means are regular forallloops and a decrease of the granularity which could be achieved in the phases of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm realizing the interactions between di erent surfaces. The parallel algorithms presented shows good speedup for up to 2048 processors. Thus, the hierarchical radiosity methods can be implemented e ciently, although it has highly irregular computation and access patterns. Moreover, the investigations have shown that parallel data structures provided by the underlying machine support the massively parallel, e cient implementations of highly irregular algorithms for which the hierarchical radiosity is a good example. 
